
  “The 9 Arts of Spiritual Conversations” 

 Art #1: Beginning Silent 

 
1.  Most Christians K       they have been C                           to share the G             with lost people. 

 

      Matthew 28:19-20 “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of 

the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have 

commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age.” 

 

 Acts 1:8 “But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my 

witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” 

 

2.  Why is it that Most Christians D    N     S               the Gospel (“Good News”) of Jesus Christ 

with lost people? 

 

a.  Not A                 of Great Commission (lack of Discipleship) 

b.  Not T                for Great Commission (lack of Discipleship) 

c.  A             they will M          It U      (lack of Discipleship) 

d.  A             of C                               while Sharing (lack of Discipleship) 

e.  Too B           with W                  G             (lack of Obedience) 

 

3.  In order to be O                 to Christ without being O                   and C                  Unnecessary 

C                                   , all Christians need to L             and P                       “The 9 Arts of 

Spiritual Conversations”. 

 

4.  When The 9 Arts of Spiritual Conversations are Utilized P            , most C                    and  

 A                         can be A                 when sharing the “Good News” with L           people. 

 

5.  The Key to S                 S                Conversations with People who H      D               B          than 

You is to E          a Biblically Based “A              Approach” instead of a “T              Approach”. 

 

6.  In a T                     Approach: 

 

a.  I am Most Interested in What I Want to Say. 

b.  I do Most of the Talking. 

c.  I am Giving Information to Someone that I Believe to be Important and True. 

d.  It is Hierarchical:  I, the Teller, Maintain most of the Power over the Listener. 

e.  It is Efficient:  Takes Least amount of Time to Pass on Information. 

f.   It is Transactional:  I Tell someone something, they either Believe it or Not. 

g.   It is Confrontational: 

 

1) Putting Two T          with Different V         in the same room often C             C              . 

2) Two Tellers normally B      want to T       because E       of them T         They are R        . 

3) Few of these “T          ” Conversations E     W       or C                   P                              . 

 



6.  In an A                  Approach: 

 

a.  I am Most Interested in Who I am Talking With. 

b.  My Primary Goal is to Understand and Love the Other Person, not just Convert Them. 

c.  Developing a Relationship with Lost People is more Important than any One Single 

Moment of Conversation. 

d.   My Respect for Others and My Desire to Get to Know Them takes Precedence over the 

Information I want to Share with Them. 

e.  It is Messy:   

  

1)  You will N     always be in C                 of the C                       because You automatically 

A               that the O            Person has something S                             to S             . 

2)  There is G        and T            in the Conversation because it is a “D                         ” not 

a “M                              ”. 

 

f.  It Requires some P                       Applied S                      :   

  

1)  You must Learn to be a Good L                          . 

2)  You must Learn to Ask Good, O            -E                 Questions. 

3)  You must Learn to L        the Other Person to Q                 the V                 of their Own 

B            while G               Them T         to be O         to H                 Y           Beliefs. 

 

 1 Peter 3:15 “But in your hearts set apart Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to give an answer 

to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness 

and respect…” 

 

 “Wherever you are, you need to figure out how to get into the lives of the unbelievers. To me, the 

biggest problem with evangelism…is that it’s gotten too impersonal.  People in the church don’t 

know how to look an unbeliever in the eye and actually love them or her and carry on a 

conversation with them. It is hard for most Christians to be in the real world and build 

relationships with people who don’t believe like us and think like us. Most people don’t even make 

the effort to do that. I think overall, the church is going to get weaker and weaker in this area, and 

it’s not because Christians don’t love Jesus. It’s not because they don’t have a heart for the Lord. 

They just don’t know how to engage with people who don’t believe like they do.”  

       - Pastor Francis Chan 
          (Crazy Love, pg 93) 

 



7.  Paul, one of the greatest evangelist of all time, Taught His Disciples the I                             of  

 E                        Lost People with R                  and G                    : 

 

 Colossians 4:5-6 “Be wise in the way you act toward outsiders; make the most of every 

opportunity. Let your conversation be always full of grace, seasoned with salt, so that you may 

know how to answer everyone.” 

 

 1 Corinthians 9:22-23 “To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have become all things to 

all men so that by all possible means I might save some. I do all this for the sake of the gospel, that 

I may share in its blessings.” 

 

8.  Learning How to Share the Gospel with Lost People without T           to T        People W____ 

to B               may call for a C                       in Your P                             : 

 

a.  We are Called to L          the Lost B              we Try to S            the Lost. 

b.  We don’t have to be O                         in Sharing the Gospel in order to be E                     . 

c.  K             The      Arts of Spiritual Conversations that J         used can Significantly I______ 

our A             to Share the Good News of Salvation while A                Unnecessary C              . 

 

9.  The 9 Arts of Spiritual Conversations You need to M            to be a B               Evangelist are: 

 

a.  Phase One: “B                       S                     ” 

 

1) The Art of N____________ 

2) The Art of P____________ 

3) The Art of L____________ 

 

b.  Phase Two: “G                      S                     ” 

 

1) The Art of A                      Q______________ 

2) The Art of L___________ 

3) The Art of W_______________ 

 

a.  Phase Three: “G                   S                    ” 

 

1) The Art of F________________ 

2) The Art of S                   T________________ 

3) The Art of S____________ 



  THE ART OF NOTICING 

 

“Noticing others is a prerequisite to caring about others and serving them in tangible ways that 

smuggle the gospel into their hearts.”    - Doug Pollock (God Space) 

 

1. A P                       of knowing someone enough to get P                       to share the gospel with 

them is to N                 them. 

 

2. Noticing is not only a F        S             in L              someone, but also is the K        to seeing what 

G         may be D                (or wants to do) in their lives. 

 

“If we are to love  our neighbors, before doing anything else…we must see our neighbors.”     

  - Frederick Buechner 

 

3. When we actually notice those God brings across our path, P             become R        to us, with 

real L         , and real P                , in need of a real S               .  (Matthew 9:36-38; Luke 19:1-10) 

 

4. As God’s children and servants, we D        ’t Notice O             just for the S         of Noticing: 

 

“So from now on we regard no one from a worldly point of view.”    (2 Corinthians 5:16) 

 

a. Seeing another through God’s eyes is part of His “M            of R                            Plan”. 

b. Because People matter to G        , they should matter to U        . 

c. Giving People the G          of our T           and A                        demonstrates their V            to 

us as a T                     and P                       C               of God. 

d. Evangelism begins simply with allowing God to O           our E           to His W           and  

 G               in the lives of O             . 

e. The more you P       A____________ to Others, the less you are S____-A___________ with 

your Own A                and L           .   

 

“Whoever finds his life will lose it, and whoever loses his life for my sake will find it.”  

      (Matthew 10:39) 

 

5. FOUR COMMON BARRIERS TO NOTICING OTHERS: 

 

Potential Barrier #1:  P       of L          (Too busy to slow down and get to know lost people!) 

 

Potential Barrier #2:  S      -F          (To notice someone requires taking eyes of self and be willing 

                                                            to be Interrupted by God to focus with Him on Others!) 

 

Potential Barrier #3:  C              B               (Spending all your time in “fellowship” and “working”                  

                                                                     only with other Christians allows No Time to spend  

                                                 getting to Know Lost People) 

 

Potential Barrier #4:  A                 (We tend to be judgmental of, rather than open to, those around  

                                                       Us we Do not Know and/or Believe Differently than Us.) 



6. THREE NOTICING PRACTICES TO OVERCOME OUR COMMON BARRIERS: 

 

Noticing Practice #1:  P________ A_______________ 

 

-  Realize up front that it will always C        Y      S                 to Stay Focused on S________ 

E           , even for a Few Minutes. 

 

- Paying Attention means C                         on Someone L         E                 to W_________ 

A           Him or Her and their S                        Condition. 

 

(What is this person’s story? Where is he from? Does she seem happy, sad, angry,  longely?) 

 

- Practicing Paying Attention helps you begin to S       A                 P             with God’s 

Eyes of L          and C                                . 

 

Noticing Practice #2:  S                     P_____________ 

 

-  After Noticing Someone, Secretly and Silently begin A            G         to show you If He is 

W                  in that Person’s life and wants you to J            Him. 

 

- C               to Look For to See if God is W                    in Someone’s Life: 

 

 ONLY GOD CAN: 1.  Draw People to Himself 

2. Cause People to Want to Seek Him 

3. Reveal Spiritual Truth 

4. Convict the World of Guilt about Sin 

5. Convict the World of Righteousness 

6. Convict the World of Judgment  

 

 

Noticing Practice #3:  G                           L___________________ 

 

- Paying Attention and Praying for Someone may open up an O                         to start a 

D                          with Someone. 

 

- Genuine Listening requires keeping good E      C                , Conveying that you are 

really I                         in what they have to Say. 

 

- Be Prepared to ask Open-Ended Questions that E               your D          to K          more 

About Them.  (How Are You? What are you going through? What are your plans, goals?) 

 

- While they are Sharing, Don’t I                   , C              , P              , or E                           . 

To Learn what Others are T                  does N      need you to S         Your O                  . 

 

- Use Phrases like “Wow” or “That’s really Interesting” to E                      the Person to 

Keep S                     their story, concerns, problems, goals, etc. with you. 


